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ABSTRACT

In crash frequency models, frequency by severity level are examined using multivariate count models. In these multivariate approaches the impact of exogenous variables is quantified through the propensity component of count models. The main interaction among variables across different severity levels is sought through unobserved effects i.e. there is no interaction of observed effects across the multiple count models. While this might not be a limitation per se, it might be beneficial to evaluate the impact of exogenous variables in a framework that directly relates a single exogenous variable to all severity count variables simultaneously. Towards this end, an alternative approach to examine crash frequency by severity is proposed. Specifically, as opposed to modeling the number of crashes, we adopt a fractional split modeling approach, to study the fraction of crashes by each severity level on a road segment. Given the ordered nature of injury severity, we employ an ordered probit fractional split model to study crash proportion by severity levels. The model is estimated for roadways segment data for single vehicle and multi vehicle crashes of Florida for the year 2009 through 2011. The model estimation results clearly highlight the importance of traffic volume, lane width, shoulder width, proportion of divided segments, and speed limit on crash proportion by severity. The model results are employed to predict hot spots for different crash types. The results clearly highlight how the ordered probit fractional split models can be employed for highway safety screening purposes.
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INTRODUCTION

Road traffic crashes and their consequences such as injuries and fatalities are acknowledged to be a serious global health concern. In the United States (US), motor vehicle crashes are responsible for more than 90 deaths per day (1). Moreover, these crashes cost the society $230.6 billion annually (2). There is a need for continued efforts to identify remedial measures to reduce crash occurrence and crash consequences. Traditionally, the transportation safety literature has evolved along two major streams: crash frequency analysis and crash severity analysis. Crash frequency or crash prediction analysis is focused on identifying attributes that result in traffic crashes and propose effective countermeasure to improve the roadway design and operational attributes (see (3) for a review of these studies). The crash frequency models study aggregate information; such as total number of crashes at an intersection or at a spatial aggregation level (zone or tract level). On the other hand, crash severity analysis is focused on examining crash events, identifying factors that impact the crash outcome and providing recommendations to reduce the consequences in the unfortunate event (injuries and fatalities) of a traffic crash (see (4-5) for a review). The crash severity models are quite disaggregate in nature because these consider every crash as a record for model development.

In safety planning, occasionally it might be useful to understand the proportion of crashes by severity type on roadway segments. A possible approach to achieve this is to develop count models for each severity type and then use the predicted values to identify proportion of severe crashes. While the approach is feasible, the count prediction by severity seems disjoint i.e. the observed components of the count variables do not interact. Moreover, any changes to observed variables does not directly affect proportion of crashes by severity. The impact of exogenous variables affects counts and these in turn will affect the proportion of crashes by severity. On the other hand, adopting disaggregate severity models for such analysis would require us to aggregate the findings to arrive at proportion of severe crashes. In this study, we propose an alternative approach based on modeling proportions directly as dependent variables. Hence, the impact of exogenous variables directly affects proportions by severity (not counts or severity in a single crash).

EARLIER RESEARCH AND CURRENT STUDY IN CONTEXT

Crash Frequency Literature

Researchers have predominantly examined total number of transportation related crash events either at the micro- (such as intersection and segment) or at the macro-level (such as zone, county, census tract) for different road user groups (vehicle, pedestrian and bicyclist) (for example see (6-8) for macro-level studies; and see (9-10) for micro-level study). However, crash count data are often compiled by injury severity outcomes (for example: no injury, minor injury, major injury, and fatal injury crashes). Researchers (11) have argued that it is important to examine crash frequency by severity levels as it would play significant role in model implications. To that extent, a number of studies have developed independent crash prediction models for different injury severity levels.
Among different crash severity outcomes, considerable research has been carried out for examining fatal crash counts (12-21). Several studies have also explored critical factors contributing to fatal/serious injury crash counts (22-28). Crash count events were also studied for injury crash outcome level by a number of researchers (12, 16, 21, 29-31). Moreover, serious injury (15, 20) and slight injury (20, 22) crash counts were studied in few studies, whilst property damage only/no injury crash counts (16) had been examined to a lesser extent.

In examining crash counts by severity levels, statistical approach has generally included the Negative binomial regression model (12-14, 16-17, 20, 22, 24). Among other statistical approaches, researchers have employed Generalized linear modeling techniques (28), Ordinary least square regression (29), Poisson-lognormal (32), Generalized Poisson regression (21), Negative multinomial regression (27), Random effect Negative binomial (12), Geographically weighted Poisson regression (19, 33), Geographically weighted Negative binomial regression (23), Bayesian Poisson Lognormal (7), Quasi induced exposure method (18) and Bayesian spatial regression model (30, 23).

**Crash Severity Literature**

A number of research efforts have examined crash injury severity to gain a comprehensive understanding of the factors that affect injury severity at a disaggregate crash or individual level. It is beyond the scope of the paper to review all the research on transportation crash severity analysis. For a detailed review of modeling frameworks employed in crash severity analysis, the reader is referred to earlier research (4-5, 34).

In general, many earlier studies have employed the logistic regression model (for example see 35-36) to identify the contributing factors of crash severity. In traffic crash reporting, injury severity is typically characterized as an ordered variable (for example: no injury, minor injury, serious injury and fatal injury). It is no surprise that the most commonly employed statistical framework in modeling crash injury severity is the ordered outcome models (ordered logit or probit) (37-40). Researchers have also employed unordered choice models to study injury severity due to additional flexibility offered by these frameworks. Specifically, the unordered systems allow for the estimation of alternative specific variable impacts while the ordered systems impose a uni-directional impact of the exogenous variable on injury severity alternatives. The most prevalent unordered outcome structure considered is the multinomial logit model (41-45). However, the unordered model does not recognize the inherent ordering of the crash severity outcome and therefore, it neglects vital information present in the data. More recently a generalized ordered framework that allows for alternative specific impacts within an ordered regime has been employed to study injury severity (5, 46-47). These studies have concluded that the generalized ordered variants (also referred to as partial proportional odds models) perform as well, if not better than the corresponding unordered models.

**Bridging the Gap**

More recently, the research in transportation safety has focused on bridging the gap between crash frequency models and crash severity models. Specifically, researchers are examining crash frequency by severity levels while recognizing that for the same observation record, crash
frequencies by different severity levels are likely to be dependent. Hence, as opposed to adopting the univariate crash frequency models as earlier, researchers have developed multivariate crash frequency models (7, 48-51). These studies have argued that crash counts across different crash severity levels share unobservable or omitted variables and are hence fundamentally multivariate in nature (49). Ignoring such correlations, if present, may result in biased parameter estimates and thus lead to inefficient policy implications (48).

In all of these joint approaches that study frequency and severity, the impact of exogenous variables is quantified through the propensity component of count models. The main interaction across different severity levels variables is sought through unobserved effects (studies discussed above) i.e. there is no interaction of observed effects across the multiple count models. While this might not be a limitation per se, it might be beneficial to evaluate the impact of exogenous variables in framework that directly relates a single exogenous variable to all severity count variables simultaneously i.e. a framework where the observed propensities of crashes are examined by severity level directly. In the traditional count modeling approaches this is not feasible.

Current Study

In this study, an alternative approach to examine crash frequency by severity is proposed. Specifically, as opposed to modeling the number of crashes, we adopt a fractional split modeling approach, to study the fraction of crashes by each severity level on a road segment. So for example, in a five severity count case (KABCO; fatal (K), incapacitating (A), non-incapacitating (B), possible injury (C), and property damage only (O)), the traditional approach would be to adopt a multivariate count model framework with five count equations. In the proposed approach, we adopt a fractional split model that examines the proportion of crashes (not frequency) by severity in a single probabilistic model system. In the case of five severity levels the dependent variable would be represented as proportions (number of specific crash level/total number of all crashes) as follows: (1) proportion of property damage only crashes, (2) proportion of minor injury crashes, (3) proportion of non-incapacitating injury crashes, (4) proportion of incapacitating injury crashes and (5) proportion of fatal crashes. For example, the dependent variable could take the following form – O: 0.45, C: 0.25, B: 0.15, A: 0.10 and K: 0.05.

The reader would note that the discretization of the variable as proportions does not lend itself to any traditional discrete modeling approaches because unlike the discrete modeling approaches where only one of the possible alternatives are chosen, in the crash proportion form we have possible non-zero values (ranging between 0 and 1 for each category) for multiple categories. In econometrics, Papke and Wooldridge (52) proposed a quasi-likelihood estimation method for binary probit model with a fractional dependent variable. The authors explored 401(K) plan participation rates in two portfolios using their proposed method. However, the approach is suitable only for two alternative proportions. The approach was extended to multinomial fractional model by Sivakumar and Bhat (53). The authors analyzed statewide interregional commodity-flow volumes in Texas using the proposed model. To be sure, the multinomial fractional approach has also been employed in safety literature. Milton et al. (54) developed a mixed multinomial fractional split model to study injury-severity distribution of crashes on highway segments by using highway-injury data from Washington State. The approach while allows for more than two alternatives...
inherently ignores the relation between severity levels – the inherent ordering within severity level (from no injury to fatal).

A more appropriate polycotomous model would be an ordered extension of the Papke and Wooldridge (52) model. Eluru et al. (55) proposed a panel mixed ordered version that not only allows the analysis of proportion for variables with more than 2 alternatives but also recognizes the inherent ordering in the severity. Given the ordered nature of injury severity, we adopt this approach to study crash proportion by severity levels. Similar to the traditional ordered outcome model, a latent propensity is computed for each road segment with higher propensity indicating higher likelihood for the proportion of severe injury categories. Thus, in this model exogenous variables affect severity proportion through a single equation thus allowing us to obtain a parsimonious specification of exogenous variable impacts. The reader would note that if severity proportion were computed using count models, we needed to estimate as many equations as severity levels thus requiring us to estimate a large number of model parameters. To summarize, in this research we employ a road segment level ordered probit fractional split model to investigate the impact of exogenous factors on the proportion of crashes by severity in Florida. In the context of crash severity, we examine single vehicle crashes, and multivehicle crashes by crash type (head-on, rear-end, angular and sideswipe).

METHODOLOGY

The formulation for the Ordered Probit Fractional Split model (OPFS) for modeling the proportion of crashes by severity is presented in this section. The reader would note that conventional maximum likelihood approaches are not suited for factional proportion models. Hence, we resort to a quasi-likelihood approach (proposed by 52-53, 56). The proposed approach is the ordered response extension of the binary probit model proposed by Papke and Woolridge (52).

Model Structure

Let $q (q = 1, 2, \ldots, Q)$ be an index to represent road segment, and let $k (k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, K)$ be an index to represent severity category. The latent propensity equation for severity category at the $q$ th site:

$$y_q^* = \alpha' z_q + \xi_q,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

This latent propensity $y_q^*$ is mapped to the actual severity category proportion $y_{qk}$ by the thresholds ($\psi = -\infty$ and $\psi = \infty$). $z_q$ is an $(L \times 1)$ column vector of attributes (not including a constant) that influences the propensity associated with severity category. $\alpha$ is a corresponding $(L \times 1)$-column vector of mean effects. $\xi_q$ is an idiosyncratic random error term assumed to be identically and independently standard normal distributed across segments $q$.

Model Estimation
The model cannot be estimated using conventional Maximum likelihood approaches. Hence we resort to quasi-likelihood based approach for our methodology. The parameters to be estimated in the Equation (1) are \( \alpha \), and \( \psi \) thresholds. To estimate the parameter vector, we assume that

\[
E (y_{qk} | z_{qk}) = H_{qk} (\alpha, \psi), \quad 0 \leq H_{qk} \leq 1, \quad \sum_{k=1}^{K} H_{qk} = 1
\]

(2)

\( H_{qk} \) in our model takes the ordered probit probability \( (P_{qk}) \) form for severity category \( k \) defined as

\[
P_{qk} = \left\{ G[\psi_k - \alpha_k'z_{qk}] - G[\psi_{k-1} - \alpha_k'z_{qk}] \right\}
\]

(3)

The proposed model ensures that the proportion for each severity category is between 0 and 1 (including the limits). Then, the quasi-likelihood function (see (52) for a discussion on asymptotic properties of quasi-likelihood proposed), for a given value of \( \delta_q \) vector may be written for site \( q \) as:

\[
L_q (\alpha, \psi) = \prod_{k=1}^{K} \left\{ G[\psi_k - \alpha_k'z_{qk}] - G[\psi_{k-1} - \alpha_k'z_{qk}] \right\}^{d_{qk}}
\]

(4)

where \( G(.) \) is the cumulative distribution of the standard normal distribution and \( d_{qk} \) is the proportion of crashes in severity category \( k \). The model estimation is undertaken using routines programmed in Gauss matrix programming language.

After the model has been estimated, the model prediction can be undertaken based on the final convergence estimates. The approach is simpler than the approach required for the prediction of ordered outcome models. To elaborate, in the fractional split model, the probability computed is used as the proportion value directly for the severity category.

**DATA PREPARATION AND DESCRIPTIVES**

Crash, traffic, and roadway data used in this study were collected from multilane highway segments in Florida for the period 2009 through 2011. Crashes are classified by injury severity levels such as fatal (K), incapacitating (A), non-incapacitating (B), possible injury (C), and property damage only (O) crashes. The collected crash data are further classified by collision types. Crashes are firstly divided into single-vehicle (SV) and multiple-vehicle (MV) crashes. Then MV crashes are further classified as head-on, rear-end, angular and sideswipe collision type. The dependent variable proportions and sample size for each collision type are presented in Table 1. From the Table we can observe that head-on collision has the highest proportion of fatal crashes followed by SV and angular crashes. On the other hand, sideswipe collision has the highest proportion of no injury outcome.

The acquired traffic data include AADT (Annual average daily traffic), K-factor (i.e., the 30th highest hourly volume of the year expressed as a percentage of the AADT), D-factor (i.e., percentage of traffic moving in the peak travel direction), and T-factor (i.e., percentage of the
AADT volume generated by trucks or commercial vehicles. The collected roadway data consists of lane width, shoulder width, posted speed limit, and median division. The crash data were aggregated by segments and weighted average by segment length of candidate explanatory variables is computed. Table 2 provides a summary of explanatory variables used in the study.

### TABLE 1 Severity Proportions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crash Type</th>
<th>Property Damage Only</th>
<th>Minor Injury</th>
<th>Non-incapacitating Injury</th>
<th>Incapacitating Injury</th>
<th>Fatal Injury</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Vehicle</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 2 Descriptive Statistics of the Processed Traffic and Roadway Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w_aadt</td>
<td>Average AADT weighted by segment length</td>
<td>22618.01</td>
<td>11379.61</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w_kfctr</td>
<td>Average K-factor weighted by segment length</td>
<td>8.998</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w_dfctr</td>
<td>Average D-factor weighted by segment length</td>
<td>58.565</td>
<td>8.940</td>
<td>50.80</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w_tfctr</td>
<td>Average T-factor weighted by segment length</td>
<td>5.421</td>
<td>3.591</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>20.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>Segment length (sum of segment length)</td>
<td>5.756</td>
<td>6.471</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>33.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w_lw</td>
<td>Average lane width weighted by segment length</td>
<td>11.857</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w_sw</td>
<td>Average shoulder width weighted by segment length</td>
<td>4.101</td>
<td>1.811</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p_div</td>
<td>Proportion of divided segment (opposed to undivided)</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w_speed</td>
<td>Average speed limit width weighted by segment length</td>
<td>46.135</td>
<td>7.929</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RESULTS

The effects of exogenous variables in model specifications are discussed in this section. To reiterate, we estimated five different OPFS models: one model for SV crashes and four different models for MV crashes (head-on, rear-end, angular and sideswipe collisions). In OPFS models,
the positive (negative) coefficient corresponds to increased (decreased) proportion for severe injury categories. The final specification of the model was based on removing the statistically insignificant variables in a systematic process based on statistical significance and intuitive coefficient effect. In some cases, parameters with a statistical significance up to 70% were retained given the small sample sizes in our data (ranging from 59 through 126). In estimating the models, several functional forms and variable specifications are explored. The functional form that provided the best result is used for the final model specifications.

**SV Crash Model**

The coefficients in Table 3 represent the estimation results of SV crash model. The threshold parameters identify the demarcation points between severity categories and have no substantial interpretation.

**TABLE 3 Estimates for Single Vehicle Crash Proportion by Severity Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient (t-stat)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threshold Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold between property damage only and minor injury</td>
<td>-0.011 (-0.106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold between minor and non-incapacitating injury</td>
<td>0.533 (5.226)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold between non-incapacitating and incapacitating injury</td>
<td>1.269 (11.367)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold between incapacitating and fatal injury</td>
<td>2.299 (11.164)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted average AADT (Base: Weighted average AADT &gt;10000)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average AADT &lt;10000</td>
<td>-0.403 (-2.125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted average lane width (Base: Weighted average lane width ≥ 12 ft)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average lane width less than 12 ft</td>
<td>0.207 (1.926)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted average shoulder width (Base: Weighted average shoulder width ≥3 ft)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average shoulder width &lt;3 ft</td>
<td>0.164 (1.186)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted average speed (base: Weighted average speed ≤50)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average speed &gt;50</td>
<td>0.468 (3.607)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction terms</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average speed ≤40×Weighted average AADT &lt;20000</td>
<td>-0.340 (-1.466)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average shoulder width greater than 5 ft ×Weighted average AADT &lt;20000</td>
<td>0.542 (2.268)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With respect to traffic volume, lower weighted average AADT (weighted average AADT <10000) categories are found to be associated with lower proportion of severe crash injury outcomes relative to higher weighted average AADT category (weighted average AADT ≥10000). As is expected, for narrower lanes (weighted average lane width less than 12 ft), proportion of higher injury severity levels are found to be higher in SV crash events relative to SV crashes on wider lane (Weighted average lane width ≥ 12 ft). Narrow shoulder width is also found to be positively associated with higher proportion of SV crashes. We found that severe SV crashes are higher in the locations with narrow shoulder width (weighted average shoulder width <3 ft) compared to road sections with wider shoulder width. It is speculated that narrower lanes or shoulders may provide less space and less scope for error correction in the event of an impending crash, which in turn may result in more severe SV crashes (for instance run-off-road crashes) (57-58). As expected, the indicator variable representing higher speed limit (weighted average speed >50) increases the proportion of severe SV crashes compared to lower speed limit locations.

From the result of interaction terms, our model estimation results reveal that the effect of lower volume (weighted average AADT <20000) in a lower speed limit location (weighted average speed ≤40) increases the proportion of property damage only SV crashes. On the other hand, roadways with lower volume (weighted average AADT <20000) and wider shoulder width (weighted average shoulder width > 5 ft) increase the likelihood of more severe SV crashes. This is possible due to the sense of false safety that drivers feel under low traffic conditions.

**MV Crash Model**

The coefficients in Table 4 represent the estimation results of MV crash models. In terms of traffic volume, MV model results suggest that the impact of weighted average AADT variables vary across different MV collision types. Increase in weighted average AADT increases the likelihood of more severe rear-end crashes. On the other hand, lower AADT (weighted average AADT <20000) has a positive association with more severe angular crashes. The results related to rear-end collision is perhaps indicating lower headways in higher traffic volume. On the other hand, speeding driver behavior during low volume condition may result in more severe angular collision. Sideswipe collision results reveal lower proportion of severe crash outcomes for higher volume indicator (weighted average AADT 20000-30000 and weighted average AADT >30000) relative to lower volume (weighted average AADT <20000) condition. Result related to weighted average T-factor indicates an increase in severe crash proportions for rear-end collision.

**TABLE 4 Estimates for Multi-vehicle Crash Proportion by Severity Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variables</th>
<th>Collision Types</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head-on</td>
<td>Rear-end</td>
<td>Angular</td>
<td>Sideswipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(t-stat)</td>
<td>(t-stat)</td>
<td>(t-stat)</td>
<td>(t-stat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threshold Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold between property damage only and minor injury</td>
<td>1.503</td>
<td>2.260</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>1.565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.027)</td>
<td>(1.376)</td>
<td>(2.888)</td>
<td>(3.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold between</td>
<td>Value 1</td>
<td>Value 2</td>
<td>Value 3</td>
<td>Value 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minor and non-incapacitating injury</td>
<td>2.315</td>
<td>3.122</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>1.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.595)</td>
<td>(1.910)</td>
<td>(10.115)</td>
<td>(3.680)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-incapacitating and incapacitating injury</td>
<td>2.888</td>
<td>4.139</td>
<td>1.682</td>
<td>2.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.963)</td>
<td>(2.500)</td>
<td>(15.367)</td>
<td>(4.501)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incapacitating and fatal injury</td>
<td>3.697</td>
<td>5.500</td>
<td>2.915</td>
<td>6.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.509)</td>
<td>(3.345)</td>
<td>(15.640)</td>
<td>(9.214)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Weighted average AADT**

| Weighted average AADT/1000 | — | 0.098 | — | — |
| Weighted average AADT <20000 | — | — | 0.239 | — |
| Weighted average AADT (20000-30000) | — | — | — | -0.456 |
| Weighted average AADT >30000 | — | — | — | -0.491 |

**Weighted average T-factor**

| Weighted average T-factor | — | 0.276 | — | — |
| Weighted average T-factor | — | — | 0.303 | — |

**Weighted average shoulder width**

| Weighted average shoulder width <3 ft | — | — | — | 0.303 |
| Weighted average shoulder width 3-5 ft | — | — | — | — |
| Weighted average shoulder width > 5 ft | — | — | 0.344 | — |
| Weighted average shoulder width > 5 ft | — | — | — | — |

**Weighted average lane width**

| Weighted average lane width | — | 0.177 | — | — |

**Proportion of divided segments (opposed to undivided)**

| Proportion of divided segments (opposed to undivided) | — | — | 1.001 | — |

**Weighted average speed**

| Weighted average speed ≤50 | — | — | — | — |
| Weighted average speed >50 | — | — | 0.226 | — |

**Interaction terms**

| Interaction terms | 0.663 | — | — | — |
| Weighted average speed ≤40×Weighted average AADT <30000 | (1.779) | — | — | — |

Weighted average shoulder width has no significant impact on head-on and rear-end crashes. From the model estimates, we found that in the presence of wider shoulder (weighted average shoulder width > 5 ft) on roadways, the possibility of more severe angular collision
increases. On the contrary, narrow shoulder width (weighted average shoulder width <3 ft) on roadway sections increase the possibility of more severe sideswipe crashes. In the presence of narrower shoulder drivers presumably show unsafe behaviour by shifting towards left most side of the lane (59) and thereby increases the possibility of more severe sideswipe crashes.

Weighted average lane width result has significant impact in rear-end collision model only. We found that, for rear-end collision, the likelihood of more severe crashes increases in the presence of wider lane width (see 60 for similar results). It is possible that drivers are less conscious of vehicles in the presence of wider lanes resulting in more rear-end crashes. Higher proportion of divided segment increases the possibility of more severe head-on and sideswipe collision, with greater impact in head-on collision followed by sideswipe collision. In terms of weighted average speed limit, higher speed limit (weighted average speed >50) indicator (relative to lower speed limit) has positive impact on the proportion of both head-on and angular collisions. It is interesting to note that speed limit does not influence rear-end and sideswipe collision proportions.

Among interaction terms, head-on collision model reveals a positive impact of weighted average speed ≤40 in a low traffic volume condition (weighted average AADT <30000) on severe crash proportion. Finally, the interaction term representing wider shoulder width (weighted average shoulder width > 5 ft) and weighted average AADT <20000 increases the probability of more severe rear-end crashes while reduces the possibility of more severe angular collision.

MODEL PREDICTION

The model results from the previous section clearly highlight the value of the proposed OPFS model for severity based crash proportion modeling. To further illustrate the model applicability, we employ the model results to undertake a prediction exercise.

The proposed measure is analogous to the Highway Safety Manual (HSM) (61) performance measure to identify crash hotspots. The HSM approach employs Excess Predicted Average Crash Frequency using Safety Performance Functions. The measure is calculated by subtracting the predicted crash frequency from the observed crash frequency. When the excess predicted average crash frequency is greater than zero, a segment experiences more traffic crashes than predicted. On the other hand, when the excess predicted average crash frequency is less than zero, a segment experiences fewer traffic crashes than predicted. Similar to this method, we propose the Excess Predicted Proportion (EPP) for a screening performance measure, which is the difference between the observed and predicted proportion of each severity for a segment.

\[
EPP_{qk} = P(\text{obs})_{qk} - P(\text{prd})_{qk}
\]  

(5)

where, \(EPP_{qk}\) is the Excess Predicted Proportion of severity \(k\) for segment \(q\). \(P(\text{obs})_{qk}\) is the observed proportion of crash severity; and \(P(\text{prd})_{qk}\) is the predicted crash proportion for severity \(k\) estimated from the OPFS model (Table 3 and 4). When EPP exceeds zero, the proportion for that segment is higher than predicted. In contrast, when EPP is smaller than zero, the proportion for that segment is lower than predicted. The EPP approach is slightly different from the earlier count based approaches. Because we deal with proportions that add up to 1 for a segment, a positive EPP for one severity automatically causes a negative EPP for at least another severity. Hence, directly identifying the segments with positive EPP as hotspots will not be appropriate. Because every
A segment will be a hotspot for at least one severity (unless EPP is exactly 0 for all modes). Hence, after computing the measure across the entire sample for all severities, a severity specific hotspot (H) is identified based on the top 10 percentile ranking of segments for that mode. The other segments are labeled as normal (N). To be sure, the reader would note that 10 percentile ranking is for illustration purposes and any appropriate cut-off can be chosen by the analyst for analysis.

The EPP measure computation is undertaken for all severity categories in the model simultaneously. We presented the hotspots for fatal injury category in the Figure 1. From the spatial illustration we can see that hotspots for fatal crash are dispersed throughout the state. However, there are some clustering of hotspots for fatal crash categories specifically for angular and sideswipe collision.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Traditionally, the transportation safety literature has evolved along two major streams: crash frequency analysis and crash severity analysis. Crash frequency analysis is focused on identifying attributes that result in traffic crashes and propose effective countermeasure to improve the roadway design and operational attributes. On the other hand, crash severity analysis is focused on examining crash events, identifies factors that impact the crash outcome and provides solution to reduce the consequences in the unfortunate event (injuries and fatalities) of a traffic crash. More recently, the research in transportation safety has focused on bridging the gap between crash frequency models and crash severity models. Specifically, researchers are examining crash frequency levels by severity while recognizing that for the same observation record, crash frequencies by different levels of severity are likely to be dependent. Hence, as opposed to adopting the univariate crash frequency models as earlier, researchers have developed multivariate crash frequency models.

In multivariate approaches that study frequency and severity, the impact of exogenous variables is quantified through the propensity component of count models. The main interaction across different severity levels variables is sought through unobserved effects i.e. there is no interaction of observed effects across the multiple count models. While this might not be a limitation per se, it might be beneficial to evaluate the impact of exogenous variables in framework that directly relates a single exogenous variable to all severity count variables simultaneously i.e. a framework where the observed propensities of crashes by severity level are modeled directly, while also recognizing the inherent ordering of crash severity outcomes.
FIGURE 1 Spatial Representation of Hotspots for Fatal Injury Crashes (SV, Head-on, Rear-end, Angular and Sideswipe crashes)
Towards this end, we develop an alternative approach to examine crash frequency by severity. We employ a road segment level ordered probit fractional split model to investigate the impact of exogenous factors on the proportion of crashes by severity in Florida. In the context of crash severity, we examine single vehicle crashes, and multivehicle crashes by crash type (head-on, rear-end, angular and sideswipe). Crash, traffic, and roadway data used in this study were collected from multilane highway segments in Florida for the period 2009 through 2011. The model estimation results clearly highlight the importance of traffic volume, lane width, shoulder width, proportion of divided segments, and speed limit on crash proportion by severity. To further illustrate model applicability, we propose an Excess Predicted Proportion (EPP) metric for screening purposes. After computing the measure across the entire sample for all severities, a severity specific hotspot (H) is identified based on the top 10 percentile ranking of segments by severity.

The paper is not without limitations. In examining such aggregate crash event proportion across different crash outcome levels, unobserved heterogeneity may play a significant role due to the omitted or unobserved variables. Due to the presence of such unobserved information, the effect of exogenous variables might not be the same across segments in the event of crash. However, in our analysis, we have not considered the effect of unobserved heterogeneity in examining the critical factors due to small sample sizes available for the analysis. It would be useful to consider such unobserved heterogeneity using mixed version of the ordered fractional split model in datasets with adequate number of observations. It would also be useful to compare the model performance from the proposed approach with crash frequency models (univariate and multivariate). Further, it might also be useful to study the influence of under-reporting for property damage only crashes on the proposed approach. In conclusion, the idea of the proposed approach is not to replace crash frequency methods but to augment the inventory of crash frequency models with an alternative approach.
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